




Grow wings this year.

Road 
RT700  p.2
Evoke & Evoke SL p.6
Talon & Talon SL p.9

Triathlon/Time Trial
Talon & Talon SL p.11
Airfoil Pro p.12

Mountain
Edge p.16

Geometry & Specs p.17

<< Airfoil Pro www.KESTREL-USA.com

Absolute Perfection 
The bicycle is history’s most focused, purpose-built machine—continuously refi ned, engineered and honed for more than a century. This is the latest chapter.

Twenty years ago steel was the norm. Aluminum was an exotic material. And Kestrel launched the fi rst all-carbon bike. We didn’t just raise the bar. We rewrote 
the entire book on performance, redefi ning everything about the bicycle: weight, stiffness, effi ciency and even the form of the bicycle itself.

This year’s Kestrels build on that 20-year legacy. From our all-new RT700 to the freshly minted Evoke SL, from Chris McCormack’s Airfoil Pro through the 
rest of our lineup, these bikes refl ect every ounce of hard-fought experience we have.

We have the most experienced carbon engineering team in cycling, and it shows in every way. From the big-picture stuff like optimized carbon layup schedules to 
the small details like custom cable guides and dropouts, nobody does it better. Because nobody else can.

Speed is an absolute. And Kestrel is the absolute authority.
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» CARBON

20 Years of Carbon Fiber Exploration
We didn’t just break the mold when we built that fi rst Kestrel 4000—we built the very fi rst mold for an all-carbon frame. 
And followed up with a string of fi rsts including the fi rst carbon fork, the fi rst high-modulus carbon frame, and the toughest 
test standards, exceeding every industry benchmark. All in the never-ending pursuit of engineered perfection.

> Full internal cable routing
>  Model-specifi c RT Carbon 

aero seatpost (adaptable to 
standard 27.2mm post)

>  Semi-integrated headset 
for a low profi le, optimal 
stiffness and full 
replaceability

DETAILS

»  Constantly varying tube 
sections and optimized shapes 
throughout, for increased 
torsional rigidity and bottom 
bracket stiffness

»  Semi-sloping top tube for lower 
center of gravity and stiffer 
main triangle

»  Structurally optimized one-
piece Modular Monocoque 
main triangle

»  Size-specifi c, proportionally 
scaled tube and junction 
profi les for consistent ride 
quality and superior stiffness 
in every size
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>  Structurally optimized aero sections 
throughout

>  Size-weighted layup schedules for uniform 
ride quality, regardless of size

>  Talon SL’s high-modulus construction cuts 
grams, without cutting performance

Talon Red/Black

TALON SL
»CARBON

Talon and Talon SL are the most versatile road frames on the planet—aero 
sleek, with geometry adaptable for road-racing or time-trialing via the 
dual-position aero seatpost. Incredibly fast and power-effi cient, the Talon 
series gives you versatility without compromise.

DETAILS




















